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Capture and isolation of flowing cells and particulates from body fluids has enormous implications in diagnosis, monitoring, and drug testing, yet monovalent adhesion molecules used for this purpose result in inefficient cell capture and difficulty in retrieving the captured cells. Inspired by marine creatures that present long tentacles containing multiple adhesive domains to effectively capture flowing food particulates, we developed a platform approach to capture and isolate cells using a 3D DNA network comprising repeating adhesive aptamer domains that extend over tens of micrometers into the solution. The DNA network was synthesized from a microfluidic surface by rolling circle amplification where critical parameters, including DNA graft density, length, and sequence, could readily be tailored. Using an aptamer that binds to protein tyrosine kinase-7 (PTK7) that is overexpressed on many human cancer cells, we demonstrate that the 3D DNA network significantly enhances the capture efficiency of lymphoblast CCRF-CEM cells over monovalent aptamers and antibodies, yet maintains a high purity of the captured cells. When incorporated in a herringbone microfluidic device, the 3D DNA network not only possessed significantly higher capture efficiency than monovalent aptamers and antibodies, but also outperformed previously reported cell-capture microfluidic devices at high flow rates. This work suggests that 3D DNA networks may have broad implications for detection and isolation of cells and other bioparticles.
circulating tumor cells | multivalency | point-of-care | cell sorting | microfluidics C apture and isolation of flowing cells and particulates from a biological fluid (i.e., peripheral blood), including tumor cells, bacteria, viruses, and exosomes, is important for disease diagnosis, monitoring therapy, elucidating biology, and developing new drugs (1) (2) (3) (4) . Conventional technologies are limited to multistep, complex, and inefficient methods, such as immunomagnetic enrichment or flow cytometric cell sorting (1, 2, 5) . The more recent microfluidic devices that use monovalent capture agents, including antibodies (6) and nucleic acid aptamers (7) (8) (9) , represent a promising approach to capture circulating cells with potentially greater simplicity, sensitivity and throughput (10, 11) . However, such monovalent adhesion ligands that extend only a few nanometers into the solution fail to capture large-sized entities, such as cells (∼10-30 μm) under high shear stress, which renders the assay inefficient, time-consuming, and unable to rapidly process large volumes of blood. Thus, the existing devices for cell capture are typically designed with low channel height (7) and with complex surface topologies [e.g., microposts (6), herringbone grooves (12) , or 3D structures (13) (14) (15) (16) ]. Even in these geometries, efficient cell separation requires low shear stress conditions to maximize cell-surface contact (6) . Moreover, cell separation devices typically fail to gently release captured cells, which limits observation of the cells to the device substrate and presents significant challenges for subsequent molecular analysis to elucidate new biology and screen for effective chemotherapeutic drugs (6) .
Many creatures in nature, such as jellyfish and sea cucumbers, have evolved long tentacles or arms to effectively capture flowing food particles and prey (17, 18) . A common feature of these tentacles is that they are long, extend into the flow, and contain repeating units of adhesive moieties (e.g., mucus), which maximizes the contact with flowing targets and therefore the capture efficiency (17, 18) . Inspired by nature, we herein present a unique method to effectively capture and isolate flowing entities in peripheral blood including cancer cells using a microfluidic chip tethered with long (tens to hundreds of microns) DNA molecules containing multiple target-binding aptamers (typically hundreds of repeating aptamer units/strand). As shown in Fig. 1 , we hypothesized that the aptamer-decorated DNA strands would enable effective capture by binding to cell surface markers in a cooperative manner to enhance avidity, leading to higher cell capture efficiency. Moreover, the extension of DNA strands into the 3D space could increase the accessibility and frequency of interactions to permit cell capture under high flow rates. This effect may be especially important as the deformability of the cells induces repulsive hydrodynamic forces (19) that may limit cell-surface interactions at higher shear stresses. Finally, the DNA strands can be cleaved by restriction enzymes, which permits the captured cells to be easily released for molecular analysis.
Results
Long Rolling Circle Amplification Products Containing Multiple Aptamers Bind to Target Cells Specifically and More Effectively than Monovalent Aptamers. Long DNA strands are produced by an isothermal, enzymatic polymerization method called rolling circle amplification (RCA) (20, 21) , where DNA polymerase replicates the circular template many times to yield a single-stranded (ss) DNA product that typically comprises tens of thousands of nucleotides ( Fig. S1A ) corresponding to hundreds of nanometers to hundreds of microns in length (21) (22) (23) (24) . Importantly, the length of the RCA product can be simply tuned by the RCA reaction time (Fig. S1A ). The RCA products contain repetitive sequence units that are complementary to the circular DNA template and therefore can be tailor-designed ( Fig. S2A) (21) . In our model system, we encoded in the circular template a previously isolated aptamer (25) specific to protein tyrosine kinase 7 (PTK7) (sequences presented in Table S1 ) that is expressed in certain leukemia cells [acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) and acute myeloid leukemia (AML)] (25) , and in lung and colon cancers (26) . Additionally, PTK7 is a valid cancer marker for phenotyping AML (27) (5-50% positive in ∼30% AML patient blood samples (n = 6) ( Fig. S3 ). Immunostaining and flow cytometry studies of a representative AML patient sample demonstrated that PTK7 is positive on cells that also express CD34, a common AML cancer marker (28, 29) . Use of a substrate functionalized with the PTK7 aptamer targeting rare leukemia cells in peripheral blood may be useful for detection of minimal residual disease (MRD). Preliminary studies strongly suggest that the presence of MRD correlates with increased relapse and poor survival (30) . However, a large proportion of patients without detectable MRD, analyzed by traditional techniques such as flow cytometry, still relapse because of the rare, undetectable residual cancer cells (31) . Therefore, simple technologies that improve the sensitivity of MRD detection are urgently needed to identify patients at high risk of relapse and progression, and to monitor and inform treatments.
The specificity of the RCA product (hybridized to dye-conjugated polyA) ( Fig. S2A ) was demonstrated via flow cytometry by showing binding to PTK7 expressing CCRF-CEM (CCL-119 T-cell, human ALL) cells (7) , whereas controls including the RCA product of the scrambled DNA sequence, unhybridized dye-conjugated polyA or Ramos cells (lacking PTK7), showed minimal fluorescence signals (Fig. S2B ). Next, we directly compared the 3D DNA network formed by surface-immobilized RCA product and the Unit-aptamer with respect to bond strength, attachment probability, and capture distance though an optical trap experiment.
Specifically, a CCRF-CEM cell held by a peizo-controlled micropipette was repeatedly brought in contact with indentation force of 3 pN (or in proximity) and then separated from an optically trapped microbead (trap force of 40 pN, loading rate of ∼58 pN/s) functionalized with RCA aptamer or unit-aptamer ( Fig. 2 and Movie S1). We found that target cells bound more strongly to RCAaptamers than to Unit-aptamers. For 100% of the tests (n = 7), the RCA-aptamer functionalized microbead exhibited strong adhesion to the cells that could not be disrupted by the maximum force exerted by the optical trap (i.e., bond strength > 40 pN). In contrast, 98% of the Unit-aptamer-bead/cell complexes were broken during separation (n = 97). Interestingly, in the case of RCA-aptamerbead/cell experiment, long tethers (a few cell diameters) formed between the bead and cells that eventually pulled the bead out from the optical trap and then recoiled (Movie S1). Because cells were fixed in this experiment and therefore the cell membrane was Single-cell force measurement revealed that the RCA-aptamer binds target cells more effectively than Unit-aptamers. (A) Representative images of individual CCRF-CEM cells held in a piezo-controlled micropipette that were brought (Left) into direct contact with an optically trapped Unitaptamer coated bead or (Right) at a 1-μm distance from an RCA-aptamer coated bead. RCA-aptamers formed stronger bonds to the target cell than the maximum trap force (>40 pN and a force loading rate of ∼58 pN/s) as evidenced by the micropipette/cell pulling the bead out of the optical trap, whereas the Unit-aptamer system was unable to achieve this. Images were obtained with 40× oil immersion objective. (B) RCA-aptamer beads exhibited a much higher frequency of binding to target cells (100% for direct contact and 100% for 1-μm distance) than Unit-aptamer beads (29% for direct contact and 0% for a 1-μm distance). nondeformable (32), we speculate that these long tethers are long DNA molecules that extend upon pulling. Further support for this speculation is provided by estimates of the force-extension curve of ssDNA. Single ssDNA molecules are capable of withstanding forces much higher than that of the optical trap (40 pN) (33) ; although the force-extension behavior of ssDNA is complex (33, 34) , we can approximately estimate the recoil time using the freely jointed chain model with a Kuhn length of 1.5 nm obtained from experiments under similar salt conditions (35) . In one of our experiments (Fig. 2) , the bead recoiled from a distance of 24.5 μm from the cell to 5.8 μm in 95 ± 35 ms, and the corresponding recoil time estimated for a single ssDNA tether using the freely jointed chain model is ∼98 ms, in good agreement given the simplicity of the model. In comparison, a linear elastic spring model yields a recoil time of ∼24 ms. These estimates further suggest that an ssDNA molecule was tethered between the bead and the cell. We also found that RCA-aptamer beads exhibited a much higher probability [100% (7 of 7)] of binding to target cells than Unit-aptamer beads [29% (28 of 97)] when pressed into cells with a 3-pN indentation force. Strikingly, RCA-aptamer beads did not require direct contact (between the bead surface and cell as long RCA-aptamer extends far from the surface) to promote a binding event, whereas Unit-aptamer-bead complex formation required direct bead-cell contact. When the cell was approached to the microbead to a distance of ∼1 μm before retracting, it resulted in an attachment frequency of 100% (7 of 7) vs. 0% (0 of 50) for the RCA-aptamer vs. Unit-aptamer beads, respectively. Collectively, these results suggest that long DNA with multivalent aptamers bind to target cells with a higher efficiency that is likely the result of a combination of higher binding avidity (multivalency) and higher probability of association (large size and 3D conformation).
Three-Dimensional DNA Networks Enable Efficient Capture of Cells
Under Shear Flow. We first developed a simple microfluidic 2D laminar flow device that enabled us to directly compare the capture performance between RCA-aptamer and Unit-aptamer under simple shear flow over a flat surface and to test cell capture using the 3D DNA network (Fig. S4 ). The RCA reaction was conducted using Phi29 DNA polymerase and surface-tethered primer/circular DNA template ( Fig. 1 and Materials and Methods). Staining of the surface immobilized DNA strands with Sybr Green II permitted visualization of individual DNA strands by epi-fluorescence microscopy. We found that RCA products formed globular DNA networks on the surface with diameters ranging approximately from <500 nm to 5 μm (Fig. S5A ). The density of these individual globular networks depended on the primer/circular template concentration. A graft density of ∼1 μm −2 was obtained when primer/circular template concentration was 2.5 μM, and high-resolution confocal imaging confirmed that the DNA networks extended as far as 20 μm in the solution and "wiggled" in 3D within the solution phase ( Fig. S5 B and C and Movie S2).
After we confirmed the successful synthesis of RCA products on the microfluidic surface, we conducted a functional cell-capture assay under controlled dynamic flow conditions on the device (Materials and Methods). We first demonstrated that CCRF-CEM cells suspended in buffer could be captured specifically by the RCA-aptamer device ( Fig. S6 and Movie S3). This finding was validated by control experiments that showed minimal cell capture with a scrambled RCA sequence or PTK7 negative Ramos cells. Additionally, examination with confocal microscopy (Fig. S6B ) showed colocalization of cells with one or multiple long RCA products that appeared to be wrapped around the captured cells, suggesting that such long molecules bind to cells in a multivalent, cooperative manner. In a separate experiment, repeated pulses of high shear (∼20 dyn/cm 2 ) were applied to the captured cells on the device substrate. Strikingly, in addition to firmly attached stationary cells, several captured cells were displaced during each pulse and then recoiled without detaching from the substrate ( Fig. S6C and Movie S4). These recoils had different timescales and amplitudes ranging from sub-or multiple cell diameters to occasionally several tens and hundreds of microns, reflecting the potential diversity of RCA product length and elasticity. This result is consistent with the observations in the micropipette experiment and suggests that surface-immobilized RCA products are deformable, elastic, and can be used to maintain immobilized cells on a substrate in the presence of high shear.
Remarkably, the multivalent DNA networks exhibited significantly greater cell capture efficiency compared with Unitaptamers under flow conditions (∼113 ± sevenfold enhancement at 1 dyn/cm 2 ) ( Fig. 3A) and could capture cells at a much higher shear stress (up to 1.5 dyn/cm 2 ). This finding is significant given that the substrate density of the Unit-aptamers (∼10-20 nm in size) is expected to be higher than that of the RCA products (∼10-100 μm in size). To our knowledge, monovalent antibodyor aptamer-immobilized substrates reported to date perform poorly in capturing cells at higher shear stress and are usually operated at shear rates of 0.4 dyn/cm 2 or lower (1, 2, 6, 7). Thus, compared with existing approaches, use of RCA products offers a fresh approach to capture cells flowing across surfaces with potential to process larger sample volumes in a shorter time.
One important feature of RCA products is their engineering versatility. Specifically, the length and graft density of the RCA products on a substrate can be readily tuned by varying the time for RCA reaction and primer/circular template concentration. To maximize capture efficiency, we studied the effect of RCA product length and graft density. As anticipated, cell-capture performance improved at higher RCA product graft density (Fig. 3B ). Furthermore, the cell capture efficiency increased as the RCA product length was increased through lengthening the RCA reaction time from 1 min to 30 min (Fig. 3C) . However, the capture efficiency decreased when the RCA reaction was extended to 60 min. Although longer RCA products contain more aptamer units, extended reaction times likely introduces more intra-and intermolecular interactions, which may limit the accessibility of aptamers. Interestingly, for the aptamer-containing RCA products to efficiently capture flowing cells, a spacer domain between aptamers was required (in this work we used a polyT sequence). Experiments suggested that hybridization of the spacer domain with its complementary oligonucleotide between aptamer domains enabled the function of aptamer-decorated DNA strands likely by extending the RCA products, thereby minimizing nonspecific base-pairing with the aptamer domains.
Three-Dimensional DNA Networks Enable Selective Capture of Target
Cells from Heterogeneous Mixtures. A clinically useful substrate should capture target cells selectively from a mixture of nontarget cells (e.g., healthy blood cells). To assess the performance of the 3D DNA network-modified substrate, we first introduced a mixture of CCRF-CEM cells (target) and Ramos cells (nontarget) at a 1:1 ratio with a combined cell concentration of 10 6 cells/mL suspended in cell-capture buffer into the 2D laminar flow microfluidic device with the surface modified with the RCA DNA networks. The purity of the captured cells, which is dependent on the shear stress (i.e., higher shear stresses yield higher capture purity) ( Fig. S7 ), was as high as 99% at a shear stress of 1.5 dyn/ cm 2 . To demonstrate the versatility of our platform, we show that devices immobilized with 3D DNA networks containing the Ramos cell-binding aptamer (8) can capture Ramos cells selectively under dynamic flow conditions with a performance similar to the CCRF-CEM aptamer system ( Fig. S8 A-C) . After demonstrating selective capture from a mixture of two cell types, we examined the capture of the CCRF-CEM target cells from undiluted whole blood (Fig. S8 D-F) . The simple, 2D laminar flow microfluidic device was easily able to detect the target cells spiked at ∼1,000 cells/mL in whole blood under a shear stress of 1.25 dyn/ cm 2 (141 ± 14 cells were captured from a total of 1,000 cells flown through in 1 mL) (Fig. S8F) . Fluorescently labeled CCRF-CEM cells represented 84 ± 2% of the total captured cells (CCRF-CEM + white blood cells), indicating the ability for high-purity isolation of cells from whole blood. In contrast, existing cell-capture microfluidic devices typically have a capture purity of <14% for isolation of circulating epithelial cells at similar concentrations in blood (12) . We attribute the high purity obtained in our system to the high shear stresses and the higher avidity because of multivalent interactions that was enabled by the unique 3D DNA network system [higher shear stresses yield higher capture purity (Fig. S7) ].
Captured Cells Can Be Minimally Invasively Released from the Device by DNase I. A major advantage of the DNA network-based capturing system compared with antibody-functionalized devices is that the DNA strands are accessible to molecules in solution and can be cleaved by nucleases (e.g., DNase I) ( Fig. S1B) to release captured cancer cells for subsequent molecular characterization and drug discovery. When DNase I (100 U/mL in Hepes buffer) was continuously flowed into the device for 10 min at 37°C, 68 ± 6% of the captured cells were released from the surface (Fig. S9A and Movie S5). The viability of the released cells was 66 ± 6%, compared with 87% ± 4% for the control cells (incubated with DNase I in solution), and both the released cells and control cells exhibited similar growth rates (Fig. S9B ).
High-Throughput and High-Efficiency Capture of Cells by Functionalization of 3D DNA Networks in Herringbone Microfluidic Devices. Although the laminar flow device was useful for systematically studying cell capture under controlled flow conditions, large device height (75 μm) with lack of any features to enhance cell-surface interactions resulted in a relatively low cell capture efficiency (∼20%) (Fig. S8F) . To improve the cell capture efficiency and The RCA-product was stained with Sybr Green II (Green) and the cells were fluorescently tagged with CMTPX (Red). (Scale bar, 20 μm.) (C) Purity of captured CCRF-CEM cells spiked at a concentration of 1,000 cells/mL of whole blood and flowed at 120 μL/h (nominal shear stress of 1.5 dyn/cm 2 ) through a HB-chip functionalized with RCA-aptamer or PTK7-antibody. (D) Capture efficiency of CEM-CCRF cells (1,000 cells/mL of whole blood) at different flow rates for HB-chip modified with RCA product, Unit-aptamer, PTK7-antibody, and scrambled RCAaptamer (control). True mass balance was used to calculate efficiency values. The values shown are mean ± SD for n = 5 (RCA-aptamer) or n = 3 (other groups) independent experiments. (E) Comparison between the current RCA system and other major cell capture devices in terms of efficiency vs. specific throughput (flow rate over device footprint area). RCA HB-chip, PTK7 antibody HB-chip, EpCAM antibody HB-chip (12) , CTC chip (6) , and EpCAM antibody functionalized silicon nanowires incorporated in a microfluidic mixer (10) are shown.
increase throughput, we integrated the RCA-aptamer system into a herringbone microfluidic device (HB-chip) (12) (Fig. 4A ) that disrupts streamlines and therefore maximizes collisions between target cells and the surface. The cell-capture channel in the HB-chip was 800-μm wide, 45-μm high, with 40-μm deep grooves repeating over a total length of 38 mm. The surface of the HB-chips was modified with RCA-aptamer product and whole human blood spiked with CCRF-CEM cells at a concentration of ∼1,000 cells/mL was infused into the HB-chips at different flow rates (SI Materials and Methods). The RCA-aptamermodified HB-chip demonstrated excellent capture efficiency (∼80%) at a flow rate of 60 μL/h (Fig. 4D) . In contrast to the sharp drop-off in cell capture efficiency with flow rates reported in other devices, a cell capture efficiency of 50% was maintained even when the flow rate was increased to 600 μL/h. This capture efficiency was three-to fivefold higher than that for the Unit-aptamer and PTK7 antibody under the same conditions. Conversely, the RCA-aptamer surface enabled a 10-fold higher flow rate yet provided the same cell capture efficiency (50%) as the immobilized Unit-aptamer and the PTK7 antibody. Moreover, the purity of the captured cells on the RCA-aptamer HB-chip was five-times higher (∼38%) than that of the PTK7-antibody coated chip (∼8%) at a similar shear stress ( Fig.  4C ), which is in agreement with our earlier observations of higher capture purity for the RCA aptamer within the laminar flow system.
Given that the cell-capture efficiency depends on the flow rate and device dimensions, we defined the specific throughput as the flow rate normalized by the active footprint of the device. This metric enabled direct comparison of the performance of the RCA HB-chip with the existing state-of-the-art cell-capture methods, with the caveat that the antibodies and target cells differ between studies. However, this comparison is useful to visualize trends in the capture efficiency as the flow rates are varied. The circulating tumor cell (CTC) chip (6), HB-chip with Epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM) antibody (12) , and HB-chip grafted with anti-EpCAM functionalized silicon nanowires (SiNW-chip) (10) were compared against the RCA HB-chip. Although the capture efficiencies at lower specific throughputs were excellent for all of the devices (Fig.  4E) , only the RCA HB-chip maintained high cell capture efficiency at high specific throughputs. Although the SiNW-chip does extend cell-capture molecules into the solution, its performance also drops off at high specific throughput. The combined effect of the increased valency and flexibility of the RCA-aptamer and the passive mixing because of the herringbone structure helps to maintain a consistent performance over a wide range of flow rates.
Discussion
Previous approaches to capture cells have focused on 2D or modified 2D substrates that are limited to monovalent adhesive domains extending tens of nanometers from the substrate. Although multivalent aptamers (i.e., dimer, trimer, and tetramers) have been reported (36) (37) (38) , they have not been used for cell or particle capture. We have shown that use of multivalent RCA products for capturing cells is a highly versatile approach where the length and graft density of RCA products can be readily adjusted to optimize capture performance. Interestingly, marine creatures often have tentacles with different sizes that may have different optimal flow regimes that maximize capture of prey (39) . Given that RCA products are tunable and exhibit a range of lengths, this may provide a unique advantage for efficient cell capture, although this theory requires further testing.
The use of a leukemia cell-targeting aptamer permits the device to be applicable for the detection and monitoring of MRD. The extent of MRD in the peripheral blood and bone marrow is highly predictive of relapse following therapy, where levels of leukemia cells greater than 0.01% of peripheral leukocytes (28) is considered to have a poor prognosis. In such a scenario, operating our device at a specific flow rate of 1 mL/h/cm 2 would capture ∼500 leukemia cells/h/cm 2 (assuming a sample concentration of leuke-mia cells at 0.01%). Thus, a device of a size of standard microscope slide (area ∼10 cm 2 ) could collect more than 100 target cells within 2 min of operation. If the concentration of leukemia cells is reduced 10-fold, we would only require 20 min to capture the same number of cells.
Moreover, given that the repeating unit in the RCA product is complementary to the circular DNA template, one may tailordesign the sequence of the RCA product including, for example, the incorporation of a polyT spacer, which is important to reduce the nonspecific inter-and intramolecular DNA interactions and facilitate accessibility of aptamer domains to cells. Given that aptamers for any cell type can potentially be isolated by SELEX (40) , substrates can be coated with a panel of different aptamers that collectively define a particular cancer cell phenotype and are capable of multiplex cancer cell detection.
The use of aptamers is particularly advantageous in this regard compared with antibody-based cell-capture assays because of its robustness and ability to release the captured cells. Although not all of the captured cells were released with the current device, the ability to release cells minimally invasively (8, 15, 41) represents a significant step toward studying the biology of these cells or screening for new drugs. One could envision that by encoding restriction sites for different restriction enzymes in the RCA product, one could release captured cells in a selective manner. It is interesting to note that although DNase I cleaves both long RCA-aptamer and short Unit-aptamer, it could only release the cells captured by the RCA-aptamer but not the Unit-aptamer. Compared with the Unit-aptamer, the RCA product provides increased spacing between the cell and substrate and increased number of cleavage sites. Furthermore, low background binding with high-capture purity allows processing of relatively large sample volumes over a small device footprint, thus effectively concentrating the captured cells. Therefore, use of our device to detect low concentrations of leukemia cells in blood may be useful to predict cancer relapses and to screen drugs for personalized medicine (42, 43) , or it may allow larger volumes of blood to be processed to recover more CTCs for further analysis. We envision that this approach will have broad applications in the detection, isolation, enrichment, and sorting of rare cell types (e.g., cancer cells, CD4 T cells, stem/progenitor cells, and pathogens) for therapeutic and diagnosis applications.
Materials and Methods
Detailed methods are provided in SI Materials and Methods.
Reagents and Cells. All DNA (Table S1) were obtained from Integrated DNA Technology. Cells were obtained from ATCC. Cell staining dyes and Sybr Green II were purchased from Invitrogen. Avidin, PBS, 3-Mercaptopropyl trimethoxysilane, and 4-Maleimidobutyric acid N-hydroxysuccinimide ester (GMBS) were purchased from Sigma. Neutravidin was purchased from Pierce. dNTP and Phi 29 DNA polymerase, and DNA T4 Ligation kit were purchased from Fermentas. Fresh whole-blood samples from healthy donors were obtained from Research Blood Components. Peripheral blood samples from patients were obtained from Brigham and Women's Hospital with approval of Institutional Review Board Protocol # 2011-P-001624/1.
RCA Reaction on Microfluidic
Chips. The microfluidic chips were fabricated in PDMS (Polydimethoxysilane) by standard soft lithography techniques (see SI Materials and Methods for details). Avidin (1 mg/mL) was first introduced to the microfluidic device and incubated for 10 min, after which biotilylated preannealed circular template-primer complex (2.5 μM) was perfused and allowed to react for 15 min. Next, the RCA reaction mixture containing 0.3 mM dNTP and 0.5 μL Phi29 DNA polymerase in RCA reaction buffer was added. The reaction was incubated at 37°C and following the RCA process, the channel was thoroughly washed. The HB-chips were fabricated in a similar manner with some modification in the protocol. See SI Materials and Methods for details.
Cell Capture and Release Assay. Cells were infused from a vial using a pressure source that was calibrated to obtain a pressure-flow rate operational chart for the experimental system. The cell capture assay was performed by infusing fluorescently labeled target CCRF-CEM cells or control Ramos cells in cell capture buffer [1% (vol/vol) FCS in PBS] or whole human blood at desired concentrations.
To release the captured cells from the surface, freshly prepared DNase I solution comprising 100 U/mL DNase I in 10mM HEPE buffer (supplemented with 100 mM NaCl, 60 mM MgCl 2 , and 10 mM CaCl 2 ) was continuously flown into the device for 10 min with the temperature of the stage maintained at 37°C. Cells were collected at the outlet into a flat bottom 96-well plate containing growth medium. Viability of released cells was evaluated using LIVE/DEAD cell viability assay (Invitrogen). Details are provided in SI Materials and Methods.
